French Numbers Printable Worksheet

Matching—Match the French with its correct English translation.

1. un a. eight
2. deux b. five
3. trois c. one
4. quatre d. ten
5. cinq e. two
6. six f. nine
7. sept g. three
8. huit h. six
9. neuf i. four
10. dix j. seven

Counting by tens…write the correct word next to its number.

ten ___________ twenty ___________
thirty ___________ fourty ___________
fifty ___________ sixty ___________
seventy ___________ eighty ___________
ninety ___________ one hundred ___________

Big numbers—do you know how to talk about thousands, millions, billions and trillions in French? Test your knowledge:

Une mille ___________ 1, 486 ________________
Un million ___________ 70, 952 ________________
Un milliard ___________ 80, 473 ________________